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Drugs

In the vast and complex tapestry of the Star Army universe, drugs exist as a double-edged sword -
offering both miraculous healing and dangerous escapism. From advanced pharmaceuticals that can heal
wounds and enhance abilities to illicit substances that can ensnare the mind and body, drugs in this
setting are as diverse as the galaxy itself.

History

The development and use of drugs have evolved alongside the civilizations of the Star Army universe.
Initially focused on healing and enhancement, the science of pharmacology made leaps in treating
diseases, healing injuries, and enhancing soldiers' capabilities. However, as interstellar travel expanded,
so did the trade and misuse of drugs, leading to a proliferation of both life-saving remedies and life-
destroying substances.

In YE 45, a large number of new drugs came on the market due to the advent of Advancer
Pharmaceuticals.

List of Drugs

Page Drug Class Route of
Administration Description

Alioradone Stem cell
stimulator oral

Alioradone is a complex medication known for its
regenerative properties. It is a unique medication
that is activated by low temperatures,
specifically those cooler than 170K. Once
activated, the drug stimulates cell regeneration
at an accelerated pace.
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Aniuzaline Stem cell
stimulator

local, topical
(skin)

Aniuzaline is an advanced haemostatic drug,
developed to control excessive bleeding,
especially in traumatic injury scenarios. It works
by accelerating the body's natural clotting
mechanisms, specifically enhancing platelet
aggregation and the activity of clotting factors.
Designed for emergency medicine.

Apiabin Sedative oral
Apiabin is primarily used to treat extreme
agitation. It works by inducing a mild sedation
effect, which effectively calms down the user to
baseline levels.

Arievadine Metabolism
enhancers intravenous (IV)

A complex, groundbreaking medication primarily
designed for the treatment of severe traumatic
injuries. It stimulates the production of essential
proteins like collagen and fibrin, which are
crucial for tissue repair and blood vessel
regeneration. Designed for emergency medicine.

Aruonabin oral

Aruonabin is a psychoactive medication,
primarily used in the treatment of mood
disorders, hallucinations, and various forms of
psychosis. The drug works by modulating levels
of dopamine and serotonin, neurotransmitters
that are crucial for mood regulation and
perception.

Aufwachen Stimulant

An ampakine-based stimulant, the new
Aufwachen is a relatively new drug created in AF
260 (YE 32) to replace the older Amphetamine-
based stimulants. Unlike the older stimulant,
Aufwachen has very few dangerous side effects:
such as the sleeplessness and 'shakes'
Amphetamine caused. Instead, Aufwachens side
effects are along the lines of headache and
nausea when taken in either large quantities or
over long periods of time.

Axalirine Cardiovascular oral

Axalirine is a cardio-stimulant that has been
designed to strengthen the cardiovascular
system. works by enhancing the contractility of
the heart muscles, thereby improving cardiac
output. It used in emergency medical scenarios
to stabilize erratic pulse and fluctuating blood
pressure. It can also be used a performance
drug.

Baipiline Analgesics
(painkillers) oral

Baipiline is an analgesic medication used in the
management of mild to severe pain. It works by
centrally on the nervous system, targeting
specific receptors involved in pain perception.

Bliss Stimulant topical (skin)
Bliss creates a state of bliss, extreme pleasure,
by stimulating a careful selection of parts of the
brain.
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Bronkalith Bronchodilator mouth inhalation

Bronkalith is a respiratory agent specifically
formulated to treat conditions like asthma and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). It
functions by relaxing bronchial muscles, thereby
facilitating better airflow and reducing symptoms
like wheezing and shortness of breath.

Broplarine Stimulant oral

Broplarine is an advanced synaptic stimulant and
nootropic that is engineered to improve synaptic
transmission. It functions by enhancing the
efficiency of synaptic transmission, the process
by which neurons communicate. This results in a
cascade of cognitive benefits, including but not
limited to, increased mental acuity, enhanced
focus, better memory recall, and accelerated
learning capabilities. The drug also promotes
neuroplasticity, aiding in the development and
survival of neurons and synapses.

Calm
oral,
intramuscular
(IM)

Emotion suppressant

Ciozaino oral

Ciozaino is a psychoactive medication developed
to increase neuroplasticity in individuals who
exhibit extremely rigid thinking patterns. It works
by modulating synaptic connections and
strengthening neural pathways, thereby
enhancing the brain's inherent plasticity.

Clarity topical (skin)
This drug allows you to see through problems
with clarity, removing most of the emotional
attachments that are needed in the problem.

Cloqual Stimulant oral
A beverage, somewhat green in coloration, that
holds chemicals that are related to caffeine,
though of alien origin.

Cnalsium oral

Cnalsium is a central nervous system (CNS)
regulator with broad applicability in the
treatment of neurodegenerative disorders. By
acting on various neurotransmitter systems and
promoting neural health, Cnalsium offers a novel
approach to managing these challenging
conditions.

Contraveisalgia
Tablet Antitoxin oral A pill to cure a hangover

Droksin oral, intravenous
(IV) Increases blood production

Age Retardant
Drug Anti-aging

Based upon a modified version of the enzyme
telomerase, this drug can retard the aging
process significantly - especially through keeping
skin rejuvenated - and even speeds up the
healing of wounds beyond the normal level.
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Endurance Stimulant intramuscular
(IM), topical (skin) Drug designed to improve pain tolerance.

Focus Stimulant
oral,
intramuscular
(IM)

Drug designed to help user focus on a single task
or point of reference.

Gailicaine Anesthetics,
Sedative

mouth inhalation,
intravenous (IV)

Gailicaine is a potent, fast-acting sedative
primarily used in the medical field to prepare
patients for surgery. It's known for its ability to
rapidly induce a state of sedation with minimal
memory loss. It works by depressing the central
nervous system, thereby reducing anxiety,
inducing sleep, and causing a loss of
consciousness if necessary.

Hemaspanol subcutaneous
(SC)

Hemaspanol is a hematological agent used to
stimulate the production of red blood cells
(RBCs) in individuals suffering from anemia. It
functions by stimulating the production of
erythropoietin, a hormone secreted by the
kidneys that triggers RBC formation in the bone
marrow.

Instadrunk Intoxicant oral An intoxicant with reduced side effects

Juimosil subcutaneous
(SC)

Juimosil is an incredibly complex medication
primarily used in the treatment of intricate
mental disorders. Each dose is typically custom
tailored to the individual, taking into account
their unique biochemistry, genetics, and specific
diagnosis.

Kardivin Cardiovascular intravenous (IV)

Kardivin is a cardiovascular medication
specifically designed to increase the contractile
force of the heart. By stimulating the
myocardium, it increases the strength and
efficiency of each heartbeat. This is particularly
beneficial for individuals with heart conditions
and to reduce the fatigue of individuals in "high
octane" situations.

Metabovin Metabolism
enhancers oral

Metabovin is a potent metabolic medication
designed to regulate and improve overall
metabolic processes. It operates by stimulating
various metabolic pathways, including those
involved in energy production, nutrient
absorption, and waste elimination. The drug is
particularly effective in optimizing the
breakdown of carbohydrates, proteins, and fats,
thereby increasing energy levels and promoting
weight loss.
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Myazakascin Antibiotic nasal inhalation,
topical (skin)

Myazakascin is a gaseous antibiotic that can be
used to disinfect both the exterior and interior of
the body owing to its non-toxic nature when
appropriately diluted. It functions by disrupting
bacterial cell walls, leading to bacterial cell
death. It is particularly effective in treating
respiratory tract infections, skin infections, and
wound sterilization.

Neuropazine intravenous (IV)

Neuropazine is a specialized neurological
medication designed to improve nerve
conduction and overall nervous system function.
The drug is particularly effective in managing
conditions characterized by nerve damage or
dysfunction, such as neuropathy, multiple
sclerosis, and certain forms of dementia by
promoting the production and maintenance of
the myelin sheath.

Nioriprofen
Nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug
(NSAID)

oral

Nioriprofen is an over-the-counter analgesic
medication commonly used to treat minor to
mild pain, inflammation, and high fevers. It is a
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)
that works by inhibiting the synthesis of
prostaglandins, which are responsible for pain.

Onaiziasiane Burn treatments topical (skin)

(For burns) Onaiziasiane is designed to tackle
severe burns and facilitate skin regeneration. It
employs a multi-faceted approach to healing,
including the degradation of damaged skin cells,
promotion of new cell growth, and stimulation of
collagen synthesis and angiogenesis.

Oriemelin Antiradiation oral

(Anti-Radiation) Oriemelin is an anti-radiation
medication, designed to counteract the harmful
effects of ionizing radiation. It operates on a
molecular level, binding to DNA structures and
thereby shielding them from ionizing radiation. It
is effective in mitigating the acute symptoms of
radiation sickness and reducing the long-term
risk of radiation-induced cancers.

Oxirone Bronchodilator
oral, mouth
inhalation,
intravenous (IV)

Oxirone is a highly potent respiratory agent,
specifically designed to manage and alleviate
symptoms of respiratory distress. It's used
primarily in emergency situations where rapid
and effective response is needed.
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Oxyazine Antitoxin oral

Oxyazine is a detoxifying medication used in the
treatment of severe intoxications. operates by
forming complexes with harmful toxins present
in the bloodstream and liver. These complexes
are then metabolically transformed into non-
toxic compounds that can be safely excreted
through the kidneys. Great for treating acute
cases of drug overdose, alcohol poisoning (we
know what you did last night), and exposure to
hazardous industrial chemicals.

Oxydexanil Metabolism
enhancers intravenous (IV)

Oxydexanil is a potent medication formulated for
the treatment of oxygen deprivation in tissues. It
enhances the blood's oxygen-carrying capacity
and optimizes cellular oxygen utilization. Useful
for surgical work and as a performance drug.

Oxyethcin Antibiotic oral

Oxyethcin is a preventative antibiotic that is
specifically formulated to halt the growth of
small infections in their early stages. The drug is
particularly effective against most types of
bacterial illnesses. It operates by inhibiting
bacterial protein synthesis, effectively halting
their growth and reproduction.

Advancer Boost
Cardiovascular
Supercharger

A synthetic drug that can be released into the
bloodstream on command. Supercharges the
body's muscles, but creates large amounts of
waste heat.

Piafyrcaine Sedative oral

Piafyrcaine, a highly diluted version of
Gailiamine, is used primarily in the management
of insomnia and anxiety disorders due to its
slower, more gradual sedative effects. it
operates by modulating neurotransmitter activity
in the brain, thereby inducing a calming effect.

Prostadir Stem cell
stimulator intravenous (IV)

(Organ regeneration) Prostadir is a organ-
regenerative medicine that aids in the recovery
and regeneration of various organ tissues. It
operates at a cellular level, activating stem cells
and directing them to replace damaged or
diseased cells in targeted organs (with the use of
delivery nanites or injection).

Rage Analgesics
(painkillers)

oral,
intramuscular
(IM)

Drug creates an immunity to pain, allowing for
dangerous use of muscles, and releases huge
amounts of adrenalin and other natural
hormones that make the user feel, and
effectively is, unstoppable.

Riopiavire intramuscular
(IM)

Riopiavire is a specially engineered virus used for
gene editing in patients who exhibit allergic
reactions to nanites. This makes it a pivotal tool
in genetic therapies where nanite-based
methods are not applicable.
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Ruomiline Analgesics
(painkillers) intravenous (IV)

Ruomiline is an analgesic medication designed
for the management of severe, often debilitating
pain typically resulting from severe injuries or
conditions. it operates by inhibiting the
transmission of pain signals to the brain,
effectively reducing the perception of severe
pain.

Ryaliamacin Antibiotic intravenous (IV)

Ryaliamacin is a broad-spectrum antibiotic,
highly potent against a variety of bacterial
infections. It's specifically designed to treat
severe conditions such as wound infections,
organ infections, and septicemia. It interferes
with bacterial cell wall synthesis, disrupting their
growth and proliferation. Its broad-spectrum
action makes it effective against both Gram-
positive and Gram-negative bacteria.

Serenity Stimulant
oral,
intramuscular
(IM)

Drug that creates a sense of peace and
happiness in the user, a feeling of being truly
content and happy.

Siariacine Cardiovascular intravenous (IV)
Drug developed to delay brain death in severe
trauma or during complex neurological
procedures.

Sinus Alleviation
Spray Decongestant nasal inhalation Effective against nasal congestion

Skinseal
Sunscreen topical (skin) Norian sunscreen meant to protect their skin

from the effects of infrared radiation.
Star Army
Medication Anti-
Radiation

Antiradiation,
Chelation agent

oral, sublingual
(under the
tongue)

Star Army Anti-Radiation Medication

Suolaifen
Nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug
(NSAID)

oral

Suolaifen is designed to provide relief from mild
pain and fevers. It operates by inhibiting the
enzyme cyclooxygenase, thereby reducing the
production of prostaglandins, which are
responsible for inflammation and pain.

Synaptine oral

Synaptine is an advanced neural drug specifically
designed to boost the synaptic transmission in
the brain. It operates by augmenting the
production of neurotransmitters, thereby
facilitating more effective communication
between neurons. It is used to treat cognitive
decline and neurodegenerative diseases. It is
also used as a nootropic by healthy individuals
seeking cognitive enhancement without
cybernetics.
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Thermazine Metabolism
enhancers oral

Thermazine is a powerful metabolic drug
designed to stimulate thermogenesis. It
functions by enhancing the body's metabolic rate
and stimulating the production of heat through
brown adipose tissue (BAT). The drug is effective
as a weight loss drug and for individuals exposed
to extreme cold conditions, as it aids in
maintaining body temperature.

Venaline Cardiovascular intravenous (IV)

Venaline is a specialized medication that acts
primarily on the venous system, particularly
beneficial in managing venous insufficiency and
related conditions. he drug aids in the
improvement of blood flow back to the heart,
reducing venous stasis and subsequent
complications like varicose veins, leg ulcers, and
deep vein thrombosis.

Viapanase Antitoxin mouth inhalation

Viapanase is a powdered anti-toxin medication
designed to purge toxins trapped within the
mucous lining of the respiratory system. It
operates by enzymatically breaking down toxins
(such as heavy metals and volatile organic
compounds) lodged in the mucous lining of the
respiratory tract.

Viequiril Stem cell
stimulator

subcutaneous
(SC)

Viequiril is a bioengineered, fast-acting growth
factor used specifically to combat bone and
muscle mass loss. It operates by stimulating the
production of osteoblasts (bone) and myoblasts
(muscles) to counter traumatic injuries and
disorders.

Vigour
oral,
intramuscular
(IM)

Aphrodisiac/enhancement

Viroxetine Antiviral oral

Viroxetine is an antiviral medication designed to
target and inhibit a wide range of viruses. It is
formulated to disrupt viral replication and inhibit
the spread of viral infections within the body. It
interferes with viral attachment and entry into
host cells, thereby preventing the virus from
infiltrating healthy cells and initiating infection
(key during initial and early infections).

Voaxiesanar Cardiovascular intravenous (IV)

Voaxiesanar is a hormone-based medication
used primarily in emergency medicine for the
treatment of severe cardiac conditions. It acts by
modulating the electrical activity of the heart,
thereby normalizing cardiac rhythm and
protecting other organs against hypoxia.
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Xiorisin oral
Xiorisin is a readily available over-the-counter
cough medicine. It acts by inhibiting the cough
reflex at the central nervous system level,
providing relief from incessant coughing.

Zolirin oral

Zolirin is a potent central nervous system (CNS)
regulator, often employed in the management of
epilepsy and seizures. With its unique
mechanism of action, Zolirin offers a valuable
treatment option for those suffering from these
debilitating conditions.

Zuetase Antitoxin,
Antivenom intravenous (IV)

Zuetase is an anti-toxin enzyme designed to
purge toxic particles within the bloodstream and
organs. It operates on a molecular level, binding
to toxic particles and rendering them inert. It
works on heavy metals, narcotics, and certain
venoms.

Zuopitran Antidepressant oral

Zuopitran is a broad spectrum medication
designed to calm and focus individuals with
hyperactive behaviors and thoughts, rigid
thinking patterns, anxiety, and depression. It
acts by modulating neurotransmitters like
serotonin and norepinephrine, thereby improving
mood, focus, and overall mental well-being.
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